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AGENCY WORK SOCIAL PARTNERS SHARE LESSONS TO FOSTER SOCIAL INNOVATION 

The World Employment Confederation-Europe and UNI-Europa, EU Social Partners for the 
temporary agency work sector, put forward recommendations to foster social innovation 
drawing on the lessons learned from initiatives implemented by sectoral social partners across 
Europe. Special attention is put on new solutions for training, working conditions and social 
protection of workers.  

Brussels, 1 December 2020 – The World Employment Confederation-Europe and UNI-Europa, the EU 
Social Partners for the temporary agency work sector, put forward recommendations to foster social 
innovation - especially in the areas of training, working conditions and social protection. The 
recommendations draw upon lessons learned from initiatives put in place in the sector, often based 
on social partner actions.  

Besides fostering social dialogue, the World Employment Confederation-Europe and UNI-Europa 
encourage further collaboration with policymakers and stakeholders, especially education training 
providers and institutions arranging social protection, in order to foster the transferability and 
scalability of social innovation practices across countries and sectors. They also recommend facilitating 
access to funding for national social partners at European and national level as well as using the 
opportunities offered by new technologies such as automation, digitalisation and artificial intelligence.  

“The sector of temporary agency work has been driving social innovation through social dialogue for 
many years. We believe that this experience can inspire new practices to reconcile the need for flexible 
work and the requirement to protect workers’ rights and working conditions,” says Bettina Schaller, 
President of the World Employment Confederation-Europe.  

“Fostering social innovation got even more important and relevant in the context of the Covid-19 
pandemic. The practices put in place by the social partners during the crisis have contributed to 
increasing labour market resilience, protecting workers, safeguarding work and preparing for an 
economic and social recovery,” adds Oliver Roethig, Regional Secretary of UNI-Europa. 

The recommendations are informed by the findings of a research project commissioned by the World 
Employment Confederation-Europe and UNI-Europa, as part of the EU Sectoral Social Dialogue for 
temporary agency work. In a two-year project the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) and the 
Catholic University of Leuven/HIVA have studied 15 cases of social innovation practices implemented 
in the temporary agency work sector in the areas of training, working conditions and social protection.  

The cases offer concrete inspiration to develop tailor-made, national solutions of social innovation. 
The joint recommendations also cover these specific areas, encouraging for instance to foster the 
setting up and development of complementary schemes of social protection that are reinforcing 
governmental schemes, while ensuring the transferability and portability of rights for temporary 
agency workers.  

 

The research report and the joint recommendations are available on WEC-Europe’s website. 

 

 

https://www.weceurope.org/press-release-post/agency-work-social-partners-share-lessons-to-foster-social-innovation/
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For further information, please contact:   

Dr. Michael Freytag 

Public Affairs Manager  

+32 475 86 33 06 

michael.freytag@wecglobal.org 

Aurélie Pattyn 

Communications Manager 

+32 478 64 97 50 

aurelie.pattyn@wecglobal.org 

 

 

About the World Employment Confederation-Europe 

The World Employment Confederation-Europe is the voice of the private employment services industry 

at the European level, representing national federations as well as large international workforce 

solutions companies from across Europe. Members of the World Employment Confederation-Europe 

represent a wide range of HR services, including agency work, direct recruitment, career management, 

Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) and Managed Service Provider (MSP).  

The World Employment Confederation-Europe works to broaden recognition of the positive economic 

and social role which the private employment services industry plays in enabling work, adaptation, 

security and prosperity. This role involves building networks with relevant stakeholders such as policy 

makers, social partners and the academic world; setting high recruitment and employment standards 

and practices; acting as a thought-leader shaping futureproof and competitive labour markets and 

providing strategic data on employment issues. The World Employment Confederation-Europe is the 

recognised, EU sectoral social partner for temporary agency work. 

Follow us: www.weceurope.org  @WECeurope  World Employment Confederation 
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